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American Aristo Products.
BLUE LABEL.

A highly sonsitized collodion paper of great pormanency, and producing
the most exquisito details and dofinition from delicato, soft negatives

ARISTO JR.
A brilliant, purely colludion, higli grade paper, of great koping quahties,
for view, commercial and average portrait work. Sinple to nvnipulatO,
and the most reliable all round papor un the inarket.

ARISTO PLATINO.
A matt surface paper for Platinum, Carbon, and Sepia offects, absolutely
permanent, and of the highest art value.

ARISTO GOLD.
The fraternity proforring separate baths will find our gold of great ad-
vantage and economy. Absolito confidence can bo placed in its uniforin
strength and acidity. It will tone more prints for the money than any
other brand on the market, us we put it up with the sole object of
enhancing the reliability of results with our p.,per.

ARISTO PLATINUM.
This Platinum is put up in the sane highly concenîtrated form as Aristo
Gold, in mailing package, and requires only the additionof water to
complete the bath

ADAMANTINE VÂRNISH.
Manufactured with special reforenco to use with emulsion papor and dry
p'tes. A protection to the negative, and will not stick or stain in any
kind of wcather if directions are fiollowed. Six ounce boule, 80 4;
pints, 81.00 , quarts, $1.90 i gallons, S7 00.

ARISTO SPOTTING COLOR.
This color will burnish to the same brillianey as film, and is put up in a
package containing thrce shades Price, 60.50.

ARISTO SINGLE TONER.
For Toning Aristo Platino Paper. Produces beautiful warm blaekLtones
vith absoluto certainty and uniformity No other toning agent necessary.

Sinall size bottle, 80.50 ; large sizo, a].(0.
Manufactured by the

American Aristotype Co.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y. U. S. A.
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American Aristo Coy's

7~~I~QKT~O

ARISTO JUNIOR.
PRICE LIST.

In force Feb. i, 1399. Subjeci Io change wilhout notice.
Sold in Original Packages only.

2 Doz. Doz. 34 Gro. Gro.

34-x 334............ $0 30 .................. $I 35
3 4 •.... ...... ...... 30 .................. 35

3 ! 4% ••................ 30 ................. 35
4 x 4 .... ............ 30 .................. 35
4 × 5 ....................... $0 20 ··$0 80 ·· 1 45
434 x Y .. .................
2g x 3M/ Carte-de-Visite.........

3 × 4 Mantello. •...........

3 1× 534 Cabinet...............
3r8 1× 5s Cabinet...... ..........
4 x 6 .... .... ........ .......

5 × 7 ......................•• •
5 x 8 ••. •••••• ··••••••••••••

5Yx 74•.....- •........
63>× 8x4..................
7 × 9 ......................
8 ×10 .......... ..............

10 ×.12 ...... ...... ...........

Il x × 4 ................ ... ...

14 x×17 .•. ...... ..............
16 ×20. .......................
IS × 22 .... ...... ...... ........

25 .......... 1 90
20 .......... 1 10
20 .......... .10
25• 1 10• 1 75
25• 1 10• 1 75

25 . I 1 . I 75

35• 1 75• 2 85

35· 1 90 3 25

40. 2 05 3 50
50... 2 60 .. 4 60

55• 2 95 · 5 40

65. 3 75 7 0o
Soo. 5 65 •10 75
1 30• 7 55 ··14 00
I 95 ••II 30 .. 21 50

2 00 .. 15 05 .. 29 05

3 25 .. 18 80 ••36 55

Americ
Jame

20 X 24 ........................ 3 75 .. 22 05 ••43 00

1o yard rolls$4.85. 5 yard roIls $2.70. i foot rolls 1.90.

NoTE.-Half dozen packages in following sizes only:

II14, 70 cents; 1417, $I.oo; 16×20, $1.35 ; 8X22,
$1.75 ; 20 X 24, $2.co.

au Aristo Co.

stown, N.Y.

r
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American Aristo Coy's

as% PEKîn@lENT
VROIMJTS.

Aristo Platino & Blue Label,
PRICE LIST.

In force Feb. i, 1899. Subjeat Io ehange without notie.
Sold in original packages only.

2 Doz. Doz. 9 Gio. Gro.
32 x 334 •••• •..........$0 35 ................ $160
39 x 4 •......... 35 ......... ......
3%x 4%•................ 35 ................ i6o
4 x 5 • ............. ........ $0 25 .. $i o.. ISa

4!4x 5 4•••.-- --- •..............
23 x 3, Carte-de-Visite.......
3x 4 Mantello ............ 
3 x 551 Cabinet•.............•• •
3%x 5;4 Cabinet................
4 x 6 ...................
5 x 7 ........................

5 x 8 ......................
5Y x 7 ................. ......
61x 8g... .................
7 x 9 .. ....... ....... ......
s ×Io .-- .•••.......•

10 x12 .........................

II x14 ........................

14 x17 .·· · · ·.. ........ ......
z6 x2o ............ . ............

18 x22 ........ ...............
20 x 24 •.................... ...

30 ......... 2 25

25 ......... 30

25 ......... 1 30
30 1 30.. 2 15

30 •• I 30.. 2 15

35 1 45·. 2 45
40.. 2 10.. 3 45
45 2 25-• 3 90

50. 2 50.. 4 30
60 3 I0.. 5 50

65• 3 55· 6 45
80 4 50.- 8 40

1 20 .. 6 80..12 go

y 55 9 00..16 So

2 40 .. 13 55.-25 80

3 1o ••18 10--34 85
3 90 -. 22 60..43 90
4 50 .. 26 45--51 6o

Cabinet Seconds, per gross, $1.75; BoXes Seconds, $1.25;
Io-yard rods, $6.45 ; 5-yard rolls, $3.5o;

lo-foot rolls, $2.45.

NOTE.-Half dozen packages in following sizes only
IIX 14, 80 cents ; 14X17, $1.25 ; 16x2o, $r.6o;

I8 X 22, $2.05 ; 20 x 24, $2.40.

i6 i.r American Aristo Co.
Jamestown, N.Y.
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Other Aristo Products.
Aristo Gold.

Specally refined for Aristo paper, and absolutely
reliable.

Per bottle, size No. 1...... ........... $0 50
Per bottle, size No. 2.................. I 00
Per bottle, size No- 3................ 2 co

Aristo Platinum S-lution.
All ready for use by the addition of water. In
connection with gold bath, this preparation
secures reliably the Ilatinui aud Carbon effects
now so popular on Aristo Platino.

Per bottle, size No. z................. $o 50
Per bottle, size No. 2..................z oo

Aristo Single Toner.
Per bottle, size No. ............... $0 50
Per bottle, size No. 2...................I 00

Aristo Spotting-out Colors.
These colors vill burnish to the saine brilliancy
as filn, aud are put up in packages containing
three shades.

Package of three.shades..............$o 50

Adamantine Negative Varnish.
Put up by Amierican Aristotype Company with
special reference to use with Aristo paper and
dry plates. No sticking or staining ii any kind
of weather if directions are followcd. Does not
reniove retouching.

6-oz. bottle........... ......... ..... 40
Pints...... .......... ... .......... I oo
Quarts............................... 1 go
Gallo s.............................. 7 O

Matt Surfacing Solution.
Per 6-oz. bottie...... ................. $0 50

Special Note.
All brands of printing-out paper beariug our
trade mark are manufactured with special refer-
ence to permuanency, and have been fulIy tested
in thi regard by the leading sremubers of the
frater . y for the past ten years.

Permanent
Products.

American Aristotype Co.
Jamestown,'N.Y.

j1msTo= CorsY9

"£ ý-, %ýî5ý
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Toning Aristo-Platino with
Single Toner

Some months ago the American
Aristo Cvmpany announced that it
was possible to obtain proper tones
direct; that is, in one bath, instead
-of two, as formerly, when the washed
print was first toned slightly in a
gold toning bath and then finished
in a platinum solution The announ-
cement that the paper would work
fully as well in one bath meant a great
deal to users of the Aristo-Platino
paper- a saving of gold and oftime-
and was eagerly listened to by all.
We at once procured a bottle of Sin-
gle Toner as well as of Aristo plati-
num, which is used for strengthening
the Single Toner bath, if necessary,
and proceeded to follow the directions
closely, as any one'should do in using
a new article. We printed a quarter-
gross of 5 by 7 Aristo-Platino paper
and some little Aristo, Jr., and when
all were done laid them face down in
a large tray containing a little water.
When all were wet and flat we filled
the tray with water and let them
soak some minutes. Then we changed
each print to another tray of water,
handling each separately, and conti-
nued until all free silver appeared to
be washed out, about six changes
being required, Then the prints were
ready for the single toner, and a bath
composed of one drachm of single
toner, and one quart of water was
made ready. We immersed the prints
a dozen at a time in the bath,. and

turned them about to prevent uneven
toning. The red color of the prints
soon started to disappear, and in its
place a rich, warn black began to ap-
pear. We allowed the prints to keep
on toning, however, as no sign of the
least deterioration was apparent. The
white became exquisitely clear, the
darkest and the lightest parts ail toned
well, showing no fadingoutor yellow-
ing, and flnally they were done, and
after washing were fixed in hypo bath
of the designated strength. In toning
the rest, the rich olive blacks, which
appear just before the final jet black
tone, appealed to our sense of the
beautiful, and we removed sone ofthe
prints at that stage, securing thereby
some of the very finestprints we have
ever made, as good as carbons, minus
the greasy look of the latter. When
the bath began to work slow on the
last batch we added a little platinum
solution, as directions call for, and
toning went on in an absolutely per-
fect manner. We noticed that if any
uneven toning showed at the start, it
all toned down to an even black in
the end. Red spots occurred upon
two prints, and these were removed
by touching them with the finger-tip
noistened with platinum solution.
The trial was a perfect success, and
as it is the first time we have known
of a paper upon the market which
would act in the manner described
(and none other save home made
plain silver paper), have deemed the
result of this trial well worthy of call-
ing our readers attention to, as it is

andd
Vol. VII.
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not only a perfectly simple process
which any beginner can succeed with,
but affords prints of rare beauty,
prints unlike any others, as pure in
tone as will ever be seen, ,vonderfully
fine.--EL ITon 7/zs Photo-Am,,erican.

INTERIORS.
BY "ALEX."

Port, uiture is gencrally looked upon
as the most difficult branci of photo-
graphy, but in my opinion interior
work will run it pretty close. And
yet, wvho can find a more interesting
occupation than photographing the
interiors of our cathedrals, abbeys, and
churches, those monuments of bygonc
generations ? How often have I stood
beside my camera, while exposing,
and pictured the scene before me
vhen England was under the sway of

the Pope and vesperb wvere being sung
by the monks in the same building
that I was now in. Change the scene,
and we have the iconoclasts at work
doing their utmost to destroy the
beautiful work of the ancient sculp.
tors. Besides, the fact that it is one
of the most difficult subjects to take
up will often make a man determined
to become proficient in it.

The interiors of churches are often
photographed by amateurs, but in a
very few cases are the results north
looking at. A tourist goes into a
church, and thinks to himself, "This
is a fine church , I must have a vien%
of this," and forthwith his camera is
carefully planted in the centre of the
west end of the nave, and one of the
stereotyped views is taken. Arriving
home, lie drops the plate into a deve-
loper which lias already donc duty for
three or four differently exposed
plates, and thern wonders why the
negative is such a dismal failure.

Ncw, interior photography requires
more thought than any other class,
and as there is generally no life in the

subject, it simply rests witlh the pho-
tographer how long he spends over
each exposure. Never hurry, but take
your time, and endeavour to make
every exposure a success. It is no
good rushing into a place and think-
ing that you canî detect the best view
in a minute. It may require houis of
careful consideration before you are
really satisfiea with the view on the
screen. Then, instead of having ex-
posed half a dozen plates, and per-
haps wasted the whole lot, you are
certain that so far you have got one
good photograph.

BMfore ne consider the method of
norking, let us look at our apparatus.
The camera should, if possible, be one
uf the square bellous type, but if you
must have one of the conical type, do
not have it tapering any more than
you can help. I might here mention
that users of conical bellows will often
find that when using the rising front
or swing-back there wil be a black
band across one end of the screen.
'lhis is caused by the bellows cutting
off part of the vicw, and to obviate it
they should be drawn forward close
up to the front and fastened there by
means of an elastic band.

I need hardly say that a swing-back
is a necessity in architectural work.
A rising front is also very handy. The
lens should be one of the rapid rec-
tilinear type, and the stand should be
as rigid as possible. Whilst speaking
of the lens, let nie warn amateurs
against the too frequent use of a wide-
angle lens. I have seen beginners
who possessed wide-angle lenses who
imagined that the correct thing to do
was to include as much as possible on
the plate. Consequently the dining-
room at home looked more like a
banqueting hall when photographed,
and the parish church approached the
dimensions of a cathedral.

As to plates. No one can ever ex-
pect to be a successful interior photo-
grapher unless he uses backed plates.
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In this class of photography halation
will crop up wlhere you lea.st expect
it, so ahvays bear in mind that " Pre-
vention is better than cure," and never
expose a plate which lias not been
backed. I miglt also mention that
in the majority of cases it will be ad-
visable to use rapid plates. Exposures
are so long and tiring that it will be
far better, both for your temper and
for your results, if yoi' use as fast a
plate as you can conveniently work
with.

When choosing your viev do not,
if possible, include any windonîs, and
on focussing be very careful to get
your back perfectly upright. This can
easily be seen by getting to the side
of your camera and comparing the
back edge wlth either a pillar, if in a
church, or with sorme other vertical
lines on the opposite walls. If this is
not possible you cati, by neans of
lines ruled vertically on your ground
glass, judge whether your back is up-
right by noting the vertical lines in
the viéw. A serious objection to
church floors is often found in their
slipperiness, but thuis cati always be
overcome by means of three pieceb of
indiarubber into which the ends of the
canera legs can be thrust.

Having carcfully focussed, you cati
proceed t1 stop down. A great many
amateurs appear to think that you
should focus as sharply as possible
with the large stop, and then simply
put in f,32 or fi48, and the thing is
finished. Nothing of the kind. It will
sonetimes be found that at fj48 the
subject is less sharply focussed than
atj,8. I-Iov are wc to go to work,
then. Put in your .,cops carefully one
after the other, noting the result on
the ground glass each time, and when
you are satisfied that everything is in
focus you are ready to expose. Do
not try anything smaller, for if you
do you may find that some part of
your view is thrown out of focus again.
The best way to test the sharpness

while stopping down is to get a friend
to hold a lighted match or taper in
some of the dark corners, and you
will then be able to focus on the flame.

If in doubt as to how long expo-
sure you should give, be sure and err
on the side of over-exposure. Never
on any account under expose. Noth-
ing looks worse, and nothing is more
common among amateurs than under-
exposed interiors.

When mixing your developer you
must remember that you have got to
work for detail, and to keep down
density as muclh as possible. Your
develope; should therefore be diluted
and, if you have not grossly over-
exposed, strong in alkali When de-
%eloping an interior lîiclh includes a
w indow, always have a io per cent.
solution of bromide by your side, and,
wlien the window begins to appear,
paint it with the bromide so as to re-
tard it, and thus prevent it printing a
white blotch. If you should iot suc-
ceed in keepingit back you must hase
recourse to local reduction. The best
reducer for this purpose is undoubt-
edly the ferri cyanide and hypo, and
I would warn my readers wlhen using
this reducer not to spare the water.
If you do not want a line to show
rouad the reduced part you must pro-
ceed slovly, and ctrefully douse it in
water every few seconds.

In conclusion, I should like to men-
tion one thing in connection with the
photographing of churches which, to
the majority of my readers, may ap-
pear superfluous. and that is, when
entering a strange church, more espe-
cially in this country, iemember what
sect it belongs to, and vary your tac-
tics accordingly. For instance, it is
evident to every one that you would
instinctively not feel so free in a Ro-
man Catholic church as in an English
church, and therefore it behoves you,
althougli you may not hold the same
views as they do, to have respect for
the religion of others, and to remem-
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ber that in sone people's eyes "the
place whereon thou standest is holy
ground."

A FEW MORE HINTS ON DEVE-
LOPMENT FOR USE OF

THE BEGINNER.
UV FRANK M. SUTCLIFFE.

Photography is full of surprises,
but that is mostly because we are not
masters of our craft. The more we
eliminate chance the fewer will be our
surprises, for we shall know what to
expect. We have in a former article
attempted to show how chance could
reduced to a minimum in the field ;
we wvill now try to point out to the
beginner how to simplify his work in
the dark-room.

It may be taken for granted that
no one takes up photography only for
the purpose of making negatis, but
that either prints, enlargments, lantern
slides, or p-rocess blocks are the end ;
therefore the end, vhatever it is,
should never be lost sight of. Sonie
people have an idea that the more
villainous-looking the negative is the
better will be the print; others always
express their surprise on seeing good
prints from unpromising negatives.
Both these are wrong, and are simply
acknowledgments that the colour of
the negative has not been properly
considered. Nov, the colour of a
negative is of great importance, whe-

- ther print, enlargenient, or slide is the
end in view. If the colour was always
alike it would not trouble us, but the
latest beginner knows that negatives
may be cither a blue-black, or green,
or brown, but it takes some little
time to discover that, while the former
give flatter prints-that is, prints with
less contrast than he expected-the
latter give prints of the opposite cha-
racter, and lie is never certain till he
lias made a print whether the amount
of colour is sufficient to make a per-

ceptible difference in the print. It
rests with the photographer whether
die makes negatives which are coloured
or plain ; according to the developer
used, so will the negatives be either
black, green, or brown. Unfortunately
one of the best developers is the one
nost given to making brown nega-
tives-we refer to pyro-soda-even
wlhen the pyro is kept from oxydising
with netabisulphite, or with nitric or
sul,."urous acid. It scems impossible
to prevent the developer from drinking
oxygen white development is proceed-
ing. To be sure, by religiously ab-
staining from taking the negative out
of the developer to look at it, and by
developing for a set time, we can
make our negatives of nearly the same
colour; but the very fact of abstaining
fromn taking the plates out of the deve-
loper prevents us fromtaking advant-
age of one useful aid in development,
for it is well known that by taking a
plate out of the developer, and allow-
ing the development to proceed with
the aid of the developer in the film,
detail in the shadows is brought up,
while the high lights remain almostas
they vere. When pyro-soda is used
the excess of colour, which results
from taking the negative out of the
dishi, about counterbalances,,the effect
gained when the negative comes to
be printed ; so the photographer,
finding uncertainty in pyro-soda, re-
turns to pyro ammonia, which is, after
all, the best developer for all workers
who are not pressed for time, and are
able to spend, say, lialf an hour over
the developnent of each negative.
As there are only two kinds of nega-
tives which can be properly developed
- those which are the correct and
those which are over-exposed--those
which are under-exposed always give
prints lacking in detail in the shadows.
As photographs generally give too
niuch detail, especially w'hen properly
exposed, it is advisable always cither
to under or over-expose, according to
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the effect vikhed for; both under- and
over-exposure rid us of some of the
superfluous detail. The beginner
should err on the side of over-expo-
sure, then with pyro-ammonia he will
be able to master his development and
not let it master him.

The first thing to be done before
commencing development is to get a
note-book and copy out the numbers
of the plates down one side, and rule
spaces for particulars of the developer
used and time taken to develop oppo-
site the numbers.

Although it is advisable to use the
developer which the makers of the
plates advise, we are afraid beginners
-and those who are not beginners as
well-do not alwaya go to the trouble
of muking up fresh developer accord-
ing to the formule given with the
plates; neither can we blame them,
for the quantities given by different
makers are so various, the photogra-
pher looks upon making up develo-
pers as a nuisance. In tinie olate-
makers may agree to use an universal
formula. Instead of giving a long
list of chemicals to be dissolved in
two or three solutions, and advising
the use of so much of each, it would
be simpler to advise the use of so
much of a standard solution for each
plate.

We willi suppose that the beginner
has decided to develop, say, a Stan-
ley 35s. plate with pyro-ammonia,
which plate has had a full expo-
sure. Let him take, instead of equal
proportions of the developer and
the accelerator, only half the quan-
tity of the latter, develop till as
much detail and density as appear to
be required, and then fix, If the
plate, when finished, is wanting in
either quantity, it may be taken for
granted that more of the accelerator
should have been used. By making
careful note of the amount of accele-
rator used for each plate developed,
the worker will build up for himself a

very useful reference-book, and be
able in a short space of time to make
his negatives of whatever character
lie wishes them to be, according to
the effect wanted on the particular
printirg paper used. At present too
great contrast seem to prevail, for the
modern printing papers, gelatine, &c.,
require very delicate negatives. With
pyro ammonia it is much easier to
get negatives suitable for gelatine
papers than with pyro-soda, on ac-
count of its stain, which increases the
contrasts; hydroquinone, too, gene-
rally gives negatives which are too
hard for gelatine papers, though,
when thoughtfully used, it is an inva-
luable developer for the portrait pho-
tographer. As the amateur seldom
bothers himself with this class of work,
we will not bore him with the reasons.

The great thing the beginner should
guard against is the use of plates
which easily fog in development.
Owing to want of care in the manu-
facture, some plates are dangerously
near fog point, and require much care
in development. With other plates,
such as Stanley's the amateur never
need f.ar fog; such a platemay
remain in the developer for an
hour while detail and density gra-
dually appear, yet show perfectly
clear glass at the edges when fixed.
As it is difficult to estimate the cha-
racter of a plate fogged in develop-
ment, the wise photographer will have
nothing to do with them. It is, of
course, possible to fog the best of
plates by using an excessof ammonia
or soda, but the worker who makes
careful notes and measures accurately
the amount of accelerator used need
never fear it. One good plan is to
measure out the amount of pyro and
pour this into the dish ; then measure
out, after having rinsed out the me
sure, the full amount of accelerator;
and after development to measure
accurately the amount of accelerator
left in the measure. This deducted
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fron the full amount gives the quan-
tity used, which quantity should be
entered, as we said, opposite the plate
number in the note-book.

The worker vill soon flnd that
some brands of plates will stand a
great anionnt of over-exposure, yet
give perfect negatives when carefully
developed, while others give hope-
lessly flat negatives w ith a generous
developer. For that reason we advise
the beginner to use a plate such as
the Stanley and give a full exposure.

When the student lias mastered the
development of slow plates, then lie
niay experiment with quick ones; the
experience he lias gained with slow
ones will be of immense benefit, and
his failures will be few, because lie
knows rather than guesst.s at what lie
is doing.

We have said nothing about guard-
ing against fogging the plate by fool-
ishly exposing it to the liglit of the
dark-roon window, as everyone knows
that the safest liglit fogs any plate,
and that all developing dishes should
be covered up as much as possible. In
our own practice we have a low shelf
beneath our window which kceps all
light from the disl, except when we
withdraw it from time to time.

There is one defect often seen in
amateurs' negatives which practised
workers are never troubled with-
nanely, air-bells which occur during
developnent, whlich leave transparent
or sein-transparent spots. Tihese are
caused by cither wetting the plate
before development ;an unnecessary
proceeding), or by adding glycerine
to the developer, or by using citric
acid as a preservative to the pyro.
If air-bells should appear they cati be
easily renoved by brushing the plate,
while in the developer, with a soft
camel-hair bruslh.

STILL-LIFE PHOTOGRAPHY.
BY' "ERUDIO."

The percentage of pliotographers
who practice still life fron a really
serious point of view is practically
small, ý%hen taking into con.,ideration
the v.Lst multitude that follow the
other phases of work.

When the tyro takes up photogra-
phy, it niay be one of the last thoughts
to photograph anything of a still-life
nature, unless it bc the house or some
of the interiors, but this is hardly the
points which I speak of.

Still life is really difficult to define;
it covers anything ofan inactive living
and also inanimrte nature, dnd flowers
point at once to one of the stronîgest
examples we have in this respect and
also the most beautiful. Fruit, dead
birds or animals, and many other ar-
ticles that go to compose any scheme
or group of objects, generally come
under this heading, and, I need liard-
ly say, well repay the extra care and
trouble such pictures take, and also
the artistic renderings many of them
can assume, with the innumerable
combinations one can get, with a little
judgment and really very little mate-
rial.

To be expert at this work, of cour-
se, material is the first consideration,
although, with the help of houschold
goods, nick-nacks, &c., which can ge-
nerally be found, the results often turn
out interesting.

The requirenents of a studio are
not at all necessary, for any window
in the house is perfectly capable of
giving you a proper liglit, providing
it is not strong sunshine ; if such does
occur, then shading can easily be done
with white paper, or the preference of
waiting till such time of day when the
sun may have shifted its position to
soie extent.

An excellent top liglit can be got
by masking the lower half of the
window with brown paper, and doing
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away with the roller blind. The ob-
jects you wish to photograph may be
away from the window soie few feet,
but level with the masked half of the
window.

A good stand for your objects is a
fair size box, with two sizes knocked
out, leaving two uprights as a V. One
side can be used to support a refleetor
of white paper, while the black will
support a background, but there are
many other methods one can use, as
there is no hard-and-fast rule in this
respect.

The objects should not be too high
nor too low, for all that, when being
photographed. The happy medium
can easily be got by placing a coin
upon the stand and noting its phase-
the further you are away from it the
angle is reduced ; but, if so, arrange
your camera to give you an angle
that will show you upon the ground-
glass screen the oval image of the coin,
and this oval about a quarter the
width (of the whole coin flat) at its
narrow side, from back to front. This
position will be found about right; a
basin, cup, or plate may also be used.
The correct angle being once found
and noted, it is not difficult to find it
again. Of course, there is no reason
why the angle cannot be altered, but
as a guide to correct position I men-
tion this. It would be absurd to look
down upon your objects, although a
point may be strained by photograph-
ing nearly level with the subjects; but,
then, the character of the objects al-
ways has to do with this.

Before ever attempting to photo-
graph still-life subjects, your tine will
not be wasted by carefully studying
the composition first. This can be
done by taking a seat in front ofyour
subject and carefully noting it in eve-
ry particular. You can please your-
self as to its pictorial capabilities, and
also lighting and colour, not the colours
as regards the composition if you
were going to paint the subject, but

the photographable colour I mean.
You may get a lovely eombination of
colours, but hardly appreciated when
photographed, therefore in striving
after the pictorial element you must
seriously consider these points--for
instance, orange-reds and purple-reds
photographed together with an ordin-
ary plate will very soon give you an
excellent demonstration, and if flow-
ers especially are used it wili soon be
found that one colour saturated with
the other colours soon exhibits itself
one way or the other upon the photo-
graphic plate.

One great fault in still-life work
seems to lie in under-exposure. I
simply mention this from my own ex-
perience. I think slow plates are the
best, and also large stops. One may
get detail in delineating fine work,
but the picture is much softer and
more in accordance with what we are
aiming at when the work is not a mass
of detail. If we are photographing a
botanical or other specimen, by all
ieans take it out of doors and stop

your lens down. But this is going
away from the subject.

Still life, to be interesting, should
have some attempt at a picture. It
does not appeal to many workers, but
to these who make a study of it, it
will be found exceedingly interesting.
To some the thouglit of suitable ma-
terial may cause some anxiety, but
many articles and useful objects find
their way to the dust heap and stoke-
hole that might be found usefulsupers
in a pretty tableaux, and the gentle
reminder to friends sometimes will
not only extend a great way the choice
of subjects unattainable by other
means, the loan of which, with due
care, if they cannot be done upon the
spot, would in mrny instances not be
refused.
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Photography of the Stomach.
(Scientific Amzerican.)

Dr. Max Einlorn, of New York
city, made a communication to a me-
dical journal some seven years ago
regarding " ga-trodiaphany," in which
a miniature Edison lamp, in a special
imounting attached to a soft rubber
tube containing a wire, was introduced
into the stomach, so that an examin-
ation can be made of it. This nethod
was called "gastrodiaphany," as the
stomach became translucent. The
object of this device was to show the
size and situation of the stomach to
the eye and also to recognise tumours
or other gross anatonical changes of
the anterior wall of the stomach. This
was, of course, a different apparatus
than the "polyscope,' which is used
for looking into the stomach, and was
not intended to replace any such de-
vice. It lias been found to be of con-
siderable value to surgeons.

In the same paper Dr. Einhorn des-
cribed a camera for photographing
the interior of the stomach ; but,
owing to technical difficulties, the ca-
mera was not constructed by Dr.
Einhorn. Such a camera has, how-
ever, been perfected by Dr. Fritz
Lange, of Munich, Germany, on al-
most the identical lines given by Dr.
Einhorn.

The camera is a marvel of compact-
ness, and is coistructed on cxactly
the same principles as all cameras for
taking moving photographs,-although,
of course, there is no attempt made
to combine them so as to project the
actual operations of the stomach. The
camera itself is swallowed by the pa-
tient, and it contains a small electric
lamp for illuminating the walls of the
stomach. A photographic film twen-
ty inches long and a quarter of an
inch wvide is wound at the bottom of
the camer-. One end of the film is
fastened Lo the cord, vhich runs free-
ly in the tube. When the cord is

pulled, the film is drawn slowly past
the lens. The cord and the conduct-
ing wires must, of course, be swallow-
ed with the camera itself. When the
camera reaches the bottom of the sto-.
mach the surgeon begins to pull the
cord, which runs the film past the
lens. The electric light is then turned
on, and, after the sensitive film has
been impressed with the image, the
current is turned off and another sec-
tion of film is brought into play until
the requisite number of pictures have
been obtained, then the entire appa-
ratus is withdrawn from the stomach
of the patient and the films are care-
fully developed and enlarged.

How to Succeed with the Hand
Camera.

By H. Vivian Hyde, F.R.P.S.

One of the most noticeable features
in connection with the growth of pho-
tography is the popularity of the hand
camera, and it is anticipated that it
will become even more popular during
the forthcoming season than it was
this year.

For some time there existed among
many older workers, and even amongst
many of the more recent workers who
had entirely used a tripod camera, a
prejudice against the hand camera
and an unwillingness to recognise that
the instrument -n the hands of a cap-
able man was a serious competitor. It
bas also been freely said that its gene-
ral use has led to a great deterioration
in the quality of the work done, and
is responsible for the indiscriminate
exposure of nany plates, and concur-
rentlp has tended to produce a lack
of carefulness.

That this is, in a degree, true, must
be admitted, and the percentage of
failures out of the number of plates
exposed must be very great indeed
(to vhich the large firms who under-
take the development of plates and
films could no doubt bear eloquoent
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witness); but that the hand camera
should bear the blame, and not the
man in whose hands it has been, is
hardly fair.

However, it seems now to be
admitted that when used by a clever
and versatile worker, a hand camera
is capable of produciig photographs
technically good and even of pictorial
merit, and there is little doubt that
this is so when it is borne in
mind that a large proportion of the
works exhibited in recent yearsat the
exhibition of the Royal Photographic
Society are enlargements, the original
negatives of vhich were taken in a
hand camera.

Let us nov, then, consider how it
happens that, compared with a stand
camera, so much indifferent work is
produced by the hand camera, and
subsequently endeavour to point out
how inuch might be remedied.

It is a common idea that it is the
easiest thing in the world to take a
photograph with a hand camera-
simply level your camera at your
object, let go the trigger, and the
picture is secured. Consequently per-
sons are found-apparently oblivious
to the fact that the light varies every
hour during the day, that the objects
reflecting little light require more ex-
posure than those reflecting much
light - making identical exposures
upon such a different class of subject
as a stream in a dark and leafy dell
and a yacht upon the sea with the
sunlight gleaming from her brilliant
sails. Here, then, is an instance of
the abuse of the instrument, and won-
der is expressed at the wretched
results obtained.

Again, the ordinary hand camera
is generally of a fixed focus pattern,
and objects are not in focus until
beyond some definite distance depen-
dent upon the focus of the lens and
the size of the stop employed, yet
such an important item as this is fre-
quently ignored, and attempts made

to photograph subjects, say, within
two, three, or four yards of the lens,
and disgust expressed on obtainingan
image as beautifully out of focus and
of the most pronounced fuzzytype as
to satisfy the most rabid advocate of
thatschool. Do not blame the camera;
blame the thoughtless operator for
expecting a lens, with its focus fixed
twelve yards away, to perform impos-
sibilities.

Further, a hand camera must be
held perfectly level (a matter of some
difficulty even to an expert), or build-
ings in imminent danger of toppling
over and crushing the innocent passer-
by, and horizons stretching diagonally
across the plate will result. Also,
when releasing the trigger, the camera
must be held quite motionless, or
several images in close proximity to
each other wilil embellish the plate.

Now, with a stand camera many of
these small but yet important matters
are, from its very nature, absent. The
image can be seen in its full size, and
any apparent want of uprightness
remedied, while during the exposure,
provided the tripod is a firm one and
there is no gale of wind blowing, the
camera will remain steady.

Again, as a general practice, a time
exposure is given, and it is a matter
of calculation as to the approxiiately
correct one, and the actinic value of
the light must be reckoned with,
together with the nature of the subject,
before deciding. We see, therefore,
that much more thought has to be
exercised than when using its smaller
and portable brother, and each sepa-
rate negative has more care bestowed
upon its production than half a dozen
hand.camera shots made by the sum-
mer-holiday "snap-shottist."

This all tends to prove that, gene-
rally spearing, better work was accom-
plished with a tripod camera than is
now done with the hand camera, but
that this need not be the case we will
endeavour presently to show.
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Before doing so, hovever, let us
take the case of a man who lias for
some years devoted himself to the
tripod, and has subsequently taken up
a hand camera. In many respects he
is no better than the veriest tyro, such
as in the matter of holding the cam-tra
level and still during thie exposure.
He certainly lias his knowledge of
relative exposures, but to what extent
docs it avail him ? It must be remem-
bered that, whereas in ail probability
lie had been using a plate of moderate
speed and counting exposure by
seconds, now much more rapid ones
are being used, and exposures oi
fractions of a second are the rule.

Further, to a man who lias been
accustomed to viewing the image on
the ground glass in its full size, and
leisurely and carefully adjusting the
camera tilt the exact view required is
obtairned, it is very irksome and trying
to have to be satisfied with the small
and not always very distinct image in
the view-finder.

There also seems to be in the minds
of men used to a tripod cameta an
idea of certainty that the picture
desired has been secured, with confi-
dent feeling seems to vanish with the
eniployment of a hand camera.

Sufficient now, ve think, lias been
said to show that the fault does not
lie so much %% ith the camera as with
the operator, and that when using a
hand camera as much thought, care,
and perseverance should be exercised
as when using a stand camera.

Let us now consider what sttps
should be taken to obtain some consi-
derable degree of proficiency in its use.

Hand cameras are very varied in
their construction, the mechanism of
many of the most expensive instru-
ments involving many different move-
nients. It is essential to become very
faniliar with the operations necessary
for changing the plates, setting and
releasing theshutter, ane focussing, &c.

Obtain some knowledge of the use

of the various stops to the lens-the
why, when, and how they shoud be
employed.

Practice holding the camera in va-
rious positions-under the arm, against
the clest, &c.-until you discover the
most suitable position in which to hold
the particular camera. Tien learn to
hold it steadily and to release the
shutter without giving a six-inch jump
to the instrument.

Learn also that different exposures,
and that the light varies from hour to
hour in its actinic value. If your ca-
mera is one in which films are used,
find by trial the most appropriate ex-
posure for the kind of film used upon,
say, an open landscape scene, a shady
la ne, a street scene, and the exterior of
a building, ail tobe taking in a fairly
briglit light. Make a note of these,
and they will be of use in determining
other exposures.

Exposure may be considered the
bâie noir of photography, and it is dis-
tinctly advantageous to make use of
some form of exposure meter. We
curselves invariably use one, and test
the light at different periods of the
day, and we find that by so doing our
failures, from either under- or over-
exposure, are comparatively few.

If your camera is adapted for glass
plates-and we would indicate that in
many ways they are superior to films
-tien select some good, quick plate,
always adhere to its use, and you will
then become familiar with its peculi-
arities.

Every brand of plate seen s to have
its own particular idiosyncrasies, and
a great inistake is made by repeatedly
changing the brand in use.

Study the composition of the view
in the finder as carefully as on a
ground-glass screen, and cultivate a
habit of perceiving the lines and
masses of a scene without actually
having to use the finder. This habit,
once it can be acquired (in some indi-
viduals the faculty seems to be intui-
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tive) will be of immense service in
street scenes or in pictures where ob-
jccts are in motion.

Bcar in mind that there are limits
to the capabilities of a lens of five or
six inches focal length, and do not
attempt to photograph passing ships
a mile or so out at sea. It wili obvi-
ate the necessity of searching the ne-
gative with a magnifying glass for the
vessel amongst the broad expanse of
sea.

If your camera is of the fixed focus
pattern, do not expose on subjects
some two yards distant and be angry
at the want of definition on the nega-
tive.

In fine, bring to bear upon your
work a certain amount of care and
thought, and recollect that something
more than the mere pressing of a
button is required to produce success-
ful results.

We have endeavoured to show,
therefore, that work done by a hand
camera may be made to materially
differ from the usual run of snap-shot
work; and indeed, asweearlierstated,
many of the best exhibited works
have been produced by the hand
camera, and bear on the face of them no
evidence of having so been obtained;
and ve hope that these few notes
may be of use as indicating the road
along which some degree of success
may be looked for.

CLUB NOTICES.
Montreal Camera Club.

The Club held the first meeting of
the season in the Rooms, No. 4 Phil-
lips Square, on the 5th instant and
about fifty of the members and their
friends were present. The President,
Mr George Sumner opened the meet-
ing with a short address after which
some lantern slides were shown on
the screen and a very enjoyable even-
ing spent.

The meetings will be held every
Tuesday evening througli the winter
and papers will be read and demons-
trations given on the various branches
of photography. Special attention is
being given to the demonstrations of
which two will be held every month
and are more particularly adapted to
the requirements of the beginners.

The Annual Exhibition will be held
during November. Several good pho-
tograghers from outside of Montreal
are expected to exhibit and quite a
number of the menbers are already
at work preparing for it.

A number of improvements have
recently been made in the Club
Rooms. A new Àrk room has been
constructed with complete apparatus
for enlarging and reducing, fitted with
an electric light of 100 candle power.
Kits are supplied for all sizes from 34
x 4/, to 634 x 82, and negatives
may be enlarged to 22 x 28 or reduced
to lantern slides. New backgrounds
have been placed in the Studio and
also a suitable portrait camera for the
use of the members. The dark rooms
are thoroughly equipped with trays,
graduates and wa.hing boxes and are
in constant use by the members.

The Reading room is supplied with
all the best Photographic Publications
and on the shelves are a number
of bound volumes on various sub-
jects connected with photography.
Although the meetings are held on
Tuesday evenings the rooms are open
to the members at any time and very
few evenings pass that there are not
as many as six orseven there, reading
the magazines, developing or possibly
discussing some new process. We
find the members always willing to
show one over the rooms and for a
week or two this month the Committee
have arranged for one of the members
to be on hand every evening to ex-
plain the working of the enlarging
apparatus.
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EDITORIAL iNOTICES.

Mr. H. R. Cornish, the Canadian
Representative of the Amcrican Aristo
Co., has his office at No. 159 Bay St.,
Toronto, and will always cheerfully
answer any communications regarding
Aristo products.

The sale of American Aristo Co's
papers, is really phenomenal, there is
a marked increase every month over
the previous,it shows how thoroughly
it has met the needs of photography.
This Company has been the greatest
benefactor photographers have ever
had.

"AGFA" Intensifier. This is an
entirely new article, put up by these
eminent chemists, and is spoken very
highly of. I have just received a
supply put up in 4 oz bottles; price
50 cents. Try it.

Will our patrons, who have parti-
cularly fine pictures, suitable for illus-
trating Standard, please send them
with any interesting facts and com-
ments to the Editor, David H. Hogg,
Montreal.

Our Holiday Mounts which are
very fine, superior toanything hitherto
turned out anywhere, are bringing in
large orders. Although our enlarged
and improved factory is taxed to its
utmost, all orders are being delivered
in time. If our travellers do not call
on you, send for samples, either to
662 Craig St., Montreal, or to 159
Bay St., Toronto.

Ross Lenses seem to more than
hold their own amongst the increased
number of makers who are from time
to time entering the field. The reason
is this, that a Ross Lense, stands for
perfection in every point.

MONTREAL CAMERA CLUB. - This
progressive Photographic Club, is just
entering on another season's active
work, with many recent improvements
in their rooms and apparatus. Every
amateur photographer ought to belong
to it, apart from the immense advan-
tage in a photographic point, its social
standing is of the very highest char-
acter. See advertisement and other
notice. The following is the balance
of their Programme for October -
T UESDAY, October 17th-" Experience

on Enlarging," Mr. A. B. J.
Moore.

TUESDAY, October 24th-Demonstra-
tion: " Over Exposures and their
treatment." Mr. J. J. Mason.

TUESDAY, October 3 Ist - Lantern
Slide Evening.

Strive always to excel. Let your
pictures be the best, your morals the
highest, then let your conduct conform
to your aspiration and your success is
assured.

FOR SALE.
One Universal Symmetrical Ross

lense 9 x 7 made in London, Eng.
Also one (Triplex Shutter) cost $90.
for sale at $45. cash or to exchange
for a good wide angle lens.

Answer or apply

J. N. LAPRÉS,

360 St. Denis St., Montreal.

FOR SALE.
As good as new. One Ross-Goerz

Double Anastigmat Lense Series III,
No. 6 ; cost $9o.o for $75.00. A
bargain. Apply to

DAVID H. HOGG,
662 Craig St., Montreal,
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ORGANIZED 1890. INCORPORATED 1892

Club 'Rooms & Studio, No. 4 PIll.s Square.

Novetn6er 21-st to 25M
INCLUSIVE

1899

Class "A" Prints, "By any prcess."
Open Classes Class "B" Portraits.

Class "C" Lantern Slides.

Class "D",Landscapes.

Meinbers Classes Class "E" Interiors..
Class "F" Enlargements.
Class "G" Hand Camera Work.

Silver & 'Bronze JMedals in eacl Class.

Full particulars and entry forms may be had on application to the Secretary.

The Regular Ileeting of the Club will be held every Tuesday evening during
the winter in the Club Rooms, at which papers are read and demonstra-
tion given in the different branches of Photography.

A. CLARENCE LYMAN, Hont. Sec.-Trcasurer.

157 St. James Street.
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Successful

Amateurs
WANT THE BEST OF
EVERYTHING
IN THE

Photographic
.... ine

WE HAVE IT
IN EVERYTHING
NECESSARY TO PRODUCE A
PERFECT PHOTOGRAPH

CATALOGUE F7EE

DAVID H. HOGG,
MONTREAL. TORONTO.
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IT'S ALL IN THE LENS

Aefc

Korona series
Long Focus

SPECIAL FEATURES- -

Extra Long Bellows
Convertible Lens Systen1
Automatic Shutter
Reversible Back
Double Sliding Front
Double Swing Back
Rack and Pinion for focussing
Finish. %v°"*1 tiice;plt""d

Made in the following sizes:

4 x5 5x 7

6y:8 , 8X Io

Prices from

$40.00 to $150.00

Fitted with TURNER-REICH ANASTIGMAT OR
our RECTIGRAPHIC CONVERTIBLE

The Gundlach Optical Co.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.
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The

St. Louis and Canadian

Photographer
Largest Circulation anong

Has the Pliotograplhers and Allied

Trades. It is the Most

Ably Conducted and has the largest staff of

thoroughly experienced, practical up-to-date

writers on the Scientific, Artistic and Business

branches of Photography than any otier journal,

which lias inade it so popular that the subscribers

cannot do without it ; therefore, it has beconie the

Best Medium for Advertisers to reach all classes

connected with Photography.

For terms for advertising, address :

tirs. Fitzgibbon=Clark, ;op he*"a

St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

Subscription 'Price, $3. per Year.ln -Jldvanice, - - 2.50 ý
Single Copies, 30 cents
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Use the

Hammer Dry plates.
ABSOLUTELY

UNIFORM and CLEAN
INCOMPARABL for the

Studio .
for the

Hand Camera

No Frilling in
Hot Weather.

For ale by all Dealers
at Popular Prices.

Hammer
Retouching

Varnish theBEST

Fine Retouching

Hammer-.o
Eikonogen and Metol.

Developers, Ready for use, are the FINEST PREPARED developers on ti e

Send for "HAMMER'S LITTLE BOOK," a short talk on Negative Making.
Mailed FREE to any address.

Hammer Dry Plate Co.,
&-r. LoUis, M. O.

DAVID H. HOGG, Canadian rade Agent.
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AuoiUST 1899 yÀ Iu4'usT 1898

3taney Plat
Saes.

IrCREAStEb 30D/o?

Doesn't this prove the
Popularity of the
Stanley Plate ?

Stanley Dry Plate Company,

613 & 615 Lagouchetiere Street, - - - - MONTREAL.
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WE 5ELL>&-

ENCLOSURES
SURAH LINEN

3>d x 53/1:6...............$2.25 per M

43 x 6ý<.............. $2.25 per M

4 x 6 4...............$2.25 per M

etme

RICE BOND

N ote the 43< x 63...............$2.00 per M

5! x 7 ............... $2.75 per M

.. Price e
NAPOLEON BOND

43< x 63<...............$2.25 per M

6 x 83<...............$4.00 per M

IVORY BOND
43< x 63.............$2.00 per M

DAVID H. HOGG,
MONTREAL "b TORONTO.
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ROSS Lt'd, LONDON.
ROSS-GOERZ'

Double Anastigmatic Lenses, for Process Work,
SERIES III., Nainfactured by ROSS, Litnited.

The Double Anastigmat, F 7.7.
This is a Universal Lens, and is highly suitable for Half-

tone and Professional Work. The Double Anastiginiat perniits
1 1 lie use of the largest stop without diiiiintsling the sharpness of
the image at the extreuie margins of the plate up to an angle
of 70° By the ise of a sualler stop ait ;.ngleofgol isobtained.
Defiiitioin, brillhancv, and flatness of field arc nuifori all over
the picture.

Plate P'late
Covered. Covered. Price with Waterhouse Diaphragns.

f 16.' f 64.-
iches. Inches. Code Word.

5 x 4

S x 65
9 '7

10 x

12 x 10
15 x 12
IS x16
22 x îs
25 X22
30 x 24

S x
S8.× 6'.
9 x 7

Io x S
12 x Io
15 x 12
is x16
22 × IN
25 x 22
30 x 24
-6 x 28

S 26 50
27 50
34 o
4000
5000
61 50
75 OO
9000

117 50
187 50
2S1 50
469 oo
937 So

Rajah
Regal
Regent
Roman
Rosary
Rostrun
Royalist
Rubicon
Ruby
Ruîfts
Runic
Russet
Rvot

* The plate ridcated a e,, red %villi 1 1 F " .n ti. 1 oi are rallier iIlder tlie Coit aieital si'e giveil ii
tle latentee li t ther fe the ia ui se. naa adivan.tageouss used fr the niext larger sues of plates uiider
favorable coiditiîniis . liarge il , eeN r & is mnade ,r p.n ig t- . lenises for stereuscop:sc work.

Series IV. DOUBLE ANASTIGMAT, F Il.
This is a Wide-Aingle Lens, esp. ecially suitable for Lopy-

ing, Enîlarginîg, Architecture, Inîteriors. Groups, etc. The
angle of clearly defined iage, with the largest aperture,
includes 750, SO thfat it naay be employed for wîîle-angled
instantaneous views. groulps, and arcltectural vork. With"
a sualler stop it will define with unifort shîarpness up to
the imtTgins of a plate n ihose diagonal îs eqlual to tn ice the
foculs ofthe leils, tits including angle of 9o.

For Repro-
ducton

f/6-f22
Inches

ls x 16
22 x îS
25 x 22
30 × 24

36 28
44 × 34
6o × 411

For Enî-
largi:g.

f16-f22.
Itches.

12 X il)

15 × 12
is 16
22 × 18
25 × 22

30 x 24
36 × 2"

For
Gro:ps.

fil.
Inche.

12 × 10
15 X 12
i1 × 16
22 × 18
25 × 22
30 x. 24

36 × 2S

With -Witi Waterhouse Diaphragmis
Snialler
Stops.
Inches. Code Word.

s .< 16 $ 96 50 labîtha
22 × 3S 125 00 Tacituîs
25 × 22 202 50 Tamar
30 × 24 305 o0 Thespis
36 x 28' 500 oo Titan
;44 x 34 969 on Trident
.6o × 40 1750 %O Trojan

The tnte ai the tsunîn of ene' II r eSpeCtiig lates 0 .1 ered oppie eqIallî to ere IV Ienses

RTt NEW BONDeST.,ROSS LIMITED, Opticians, LONDON, Eng

I1 quiv.

No. Factis.
Inches.

Plate
Covered.

fuchs. Inielles.

3 ×X3
4'4 x 3:4
5 X 4
6x 44
b × 5
8, x 6%
9 X 7

1o × S
12 x 1o
15 x12
S x16

22 x S
2c x 22

Equiv.

No. l'ocus.

Inches.

6 i 12

7 14
S 29
9 24

10 30

r 35
12 47



D.H.H.

ine

.Photographic
Mounts.

Hard !! Neat! At..

Lowest Prices

ALL MADE FROM

CARDBOARD MANUFACTURED ,BY THE BEST

GERMAN MAKERS.

SAMPLES ON APPLIcATION.

DAvID.
159 BAY STREET,

TORONTO.

H. HOGG
662 CRAIG STREET,

MONTREAL



Ten Years of Ten Years of
Universal Unprecedented

Popularity. s SuccesSI
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TRADE MARK

"THE EMBLEM OF PERMANENCY."

TEN YEARS OF FAITHFUL SERVICE
TO THE FRATERNITY.

AMER1CAN ARISTOTYPE.CO.,
Manufacturers,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y-

ARISTO.


